October 2015 Agenda/video timeline

00.00 - Intro
03.15 - Agenda
05.50 - Update on Action List from the last webinar with a NOT operator
  it seemed to not work correctly, but actually it did
  An explanation of what happened
09.50 - Newspaper Ad – Converting Spot to CMYK does not meet expectations
  Diagnosis of the file including a PDF form
15.20 - Customer question, using Smart Preflight to change the color of am ‘Add
  Copied Graphic. Is it possible.
20.00 Preflight Restrictions – explanation and benefits
  How to configure and use Restrictions and how they can make your
  Preflight more powerful and accurate
  Some basic examples and some Packaging examples, using restrictions
  based on Spot color separations or PDF Layers (Optional Content Groups)
46.30 Questions from attendees
61.00 END